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TOM BIHN Introduces Cache Sleeve for 11" Apple MacBook Air
Published on 10/20/10
Seattle based TOM BIHN today announced a new size of their Cache sleeve designed
specifically for the 11" Apple MacBook Air. The Cache protects the Apple MacBook Air
against scrapes and scratches from all sides. Its 6mm thick foam padding laminated with an
exterior of four-ply Taslan and an interior of brushed tricot cradles the MacBook Air. The
Cache protects your laptop with little bulk added and is ideal for those who don't want
their laptop case to take up a lot of space.
Seattle, Washington - TOM BIHN, a designer, manufacturer, and retailer of laptop and
travel bags has introduced for pre-order the Size Air11 Horizontal Cache sleeve, sized
specifically for the new Apple 11" MacBook Air.
The Cache is designed to protect the Apple MacBook Air against scrapes and scratches from
all sides. Its 1/4" (6mm) thick foam padding laminated with an exterior of four-ply Taslan
and an interior of brushed tricot cradles the MacBook Air. With no noisy Velcro(R) or
zipper, the Cache closes by simply tucking a generous flap into the top opening. The Cache
protects your laptop with little bulk added and is ideal for those who don't want their
laptop case to make their loads heavier or take up a lot of space.
The Cache sleeve can be used on its own or slipped inside of the TOM BIHN Co-Pilot travel
bag, Large Cafe Bag, Imago messenger bag, or any other larger TOM BIHN messenger bags,
briefcases, or backpacks. One may also use the Cache inside of their current messenger
bag, briefcase, or backpack.
The Cache is available for pre-order in Black and ships by early November. $30 (USD). Made
in Seattle. Lifetime Guarantee. The Cache is also available in Size Air13 for the 13"
Apple MacBook Air. Size Air13 fits all models of 13" Apple MacBook Air and ships within
one business day. The Cache is available exclusively through the TOM BIHN website or
Seattle Factory Showroom.
TOM BIHN:
http://www.tombihn.com
The Cache:
http://www.tombihn.com/page/001/PROD/300/TB0350
Screenshot:
http://www.tombihn.com/cachebig.jpg
YouTube Video (TOM BIHN Factory):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3i4D-fX1i6k
YouTube Video (Cache):
http://www.youtube.com/tombihn#p/search/0/M-DTUh9tA68

TOM BIHN has been designing and creating bags for over 30 years. The TOM BIHN Inc.
headquarters and factory are located in Seattle, Washington, where the company is
dedicated to creating quality products and quality jobs. The public is welcome to visit
the TOM BIHN Seattle Factory Showroom and Retail Store and see where the bags are made.
TOM BIHN products are available for order and worldwide shipping at the company's website.
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